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A proverb says: 
"If you want to get to know a nation, sit at their tables and drink their wine." The taste of food almost always reveals and 

complements the quality of wine, just as wine enhances the pleasure of enjoying food.... 

 

Program description: 

 
Day 1.... 19.06.2024… NIŠ - Rajačke pimnice - Kladovo ... 

Breakfast. Breakfast at the hotel where you are staying. After breakfast, leaving the hotel and going on an excursion) 
Departure at 12:00. Driving to Rajački pimnice - arrival in Rajac - Wine Village and tour of wine cellars, with wine tasting in some of 
the cellars. 

Rajačke Pimnice (or Pivnice, as the other pronunciation of this name) comes from the half of the 19th century. Although in 
appearance they resemble a miniature village, wine cellars are in fact facilities intended for the production and storage of wine. This 
style of construction with buried cellars favors the maturation of wine, due to the temperature that does not vary too much throughout 
the year. Climatic conditions and the type of soil in the Negotin region are very favorable for growing wine, and even the ancient 
Romans built vineyards in this area. Today, there are around 60 active wineries in Rajački Pimnice, dedicated to the production of 
quality wines, both from old autochthonous varieties and from imported ones. We will also see what the old village cemetery looks 
like and hear why there are swastikas on the monuments! 

Lunch with wine: Peasant appetizer (home-made smoked meat, homemade bacon, homemade cow's cheese), seasonal 
salad, bread, Rajac sataras or prebranac, peasant meat covered in fat (Vlach trout), homemade cakes or fruit, and homemade red and 
white wine, brandy, sour water, is in unlimited quantities). 

Continuation of the road to Kladovo. Accommodation in hotel Aquastars-4*... Kladovo is a city that is all about the Danube 
and everything that this river carries in itself. This part of Eastern Serbia is one of the most historically and geographically interesting 
regions of Serbia and an area that has a number of peculiarities that set it apart. Thanks to this, Kladovo and its surroundings are 
extremely attractive for tourists and are visited throughout the year. Free time for a walk along the Danube... Dinner. Overnight… 
 

Day 2 ... 20.06.2024…  KLADOVO – Lepenski Vir – Golubac - Belgrade 

Breakfast. Leaving the hotel. Driving by bus to Tekija, where we board the boats and sail along the Danube: TEKIJA - TRAJAN'S 
BOARD - MALI KAZAN - DECEBAL - TEKIJA (sailing duration about 2 hours) During the cruise, guests will have the opportunity to enjoy 
the most beautiful part of the Đerdap Gorge. You pass by the place where the Roman emperor Trajan left his indelible mark in the 
rock known as Trajan's Tablet, you pass through Mali Kazan - the place where the Danube is the deepest along its entire course, then 
you pass the statue of the last Dacian king Decebal carved in the rock and the Orthodox monastery of Mrakonia , there are signal 
(balloon) stations on the Danube and finally we sail through - the place where the Danube is the narrowest along its entire course. 
After the cruise, continue the bus ride. Lunch in the "Captain Mišin breg" restaurant with a wonderful view of the Danube and the 
surrounding area. Continue driving on the road next to the Danube and through the Đerdap Gorge to Lepenski Vir - an archaeological 
site from period of about 6,000 years. BC...and further to Golubac fortress. It was built on the remains of an old Roman fortification. 
To this day, the exact year when this fortress was built is not known. Based on all the evidence found, it is still impossible to determine 
who built the fortress, the Serbs or the Hungarians. The town of Golubac was extended until the end of the 15th century, when it got 
its final appearance. For the first time in history, Golubac was mentioned in Hungarian sources way back in 1335. Power over the 
fortress alternated between Hungarians, Serbs and Turks until 1481, when the Turks conquered it for the second time and began their 
centuries-long rule. The rule of the Ottoman Empire ends after the Second Serbian Uprising. In 1868, Golubac was finally handed over 
to Serbian authorities. 

After the visit, the journey continues to Belgrade. Arrival in Belgrade is planned for the evening hours. Guests with evening 
flights continue their journey to the airport, while guests with flights scheduled for the next day proceed to their hotel accommodation 
(accommodation is not included in the tour price). Passengers with flights from Niš return to the city of Niš by bus. Upon arrival, 
around midnight, they are accommodated in a hotel (accommodation is not included in the tour price). 

 

http://www.mondorama.rs/


Price of the arrangement: € 195 
The deadline for registration is April 15, and the payment deadline is April 20 
The minimum for the implementation of the program is 45 paying passengers. 

 

THE ARRANGEMENT INCLUDES: 
• bus transportation on the route according to the program, 
• accommodation in selected rooms on the basis of 1 half-board, 
• use of the spa center in the hotel, 
• a tour of Rajački Pimnice, 
• wine tasting, 
• lunch in the pub, on the first day, with drinks included (brandy, wine, water,) 
• boat cruise on the Danube, 
• lunch at the "Captain Mišin breg" restaurant, on the second day 
• tour of the archeological sites of Lepenski Vir and Golubac Fortress (basic level), with included tickets 
• organization and leadership of the trip 
 
 
THE ARRANGEMENT DOES NOT INCLUDE: 
• individual expenses. 
• drinks in the hotel (minibar) during meals, as well as at lunch on the second day 
• supplement for sngl room is 30 €, only on request. 
 
 
GENERAL REMARKS: 
• The minimum for the implementation of the program is 45 paying passengers 
• In case of a smaller number of paying passengers, the agency reserves the right to adjust the price in proportion to the number of 
registered passengers or cancel the trip 
• Check 2 days before the trip the exact time and place of departure, 
• In the case of bus arrangements, breaks are provided for rest for about 3 to 4 hours of driving. Stops are at roadside stops or gas 
stations, and depending on the road conditions and the availability of the stops' capacity 
• The duration of free time for individual activities during the travel program depends on objective circumstances (e.g. duration of 
tours, departure dates...) 
• The agency is not responsible for any information given orally, by phone or electronically. Only the written travel program 
displayed in the agency's premises is valid. 
• The travel organizer reserves the right to change the travel program due to unforeseen objective circumstances (e.g. congestion at 
borders, traffic congestion, closure of one of the locations planned for the tour...) 
• The signatory of the travel contract or the representatives of the group of travelers are obliged to familiarize all travelers with the 
contracted travel program, terms of payment and insurance, as well as the general terms and conditions of travel of the travel 
organizer, 
• The application deadline mainly depends on occupancy. It is recommended to inquire about the arrangement at least 4-8 weeks in 
advance 
• All times in the travel programs are given in local time of the country of residence 
 

To register for the post-symposium excursion and for any other travel-related questions, please contact Mondorama Travel Agency 
via email office@mondorama.rs. 
 
 

Please read the General Travel Conditions carefully 

The organizer of the trip is the Tourist Agency MONDORAM doo, License OTP no. 140/2021. This program is subject to the travel 
organizer's General Travel Conditions. The arrangement was made on the basis of a minimum of 45 registered passengers and due to 
an insufficient number of passengers, the tour organizer has the right to cancel the trip, no later than 5 days before the departure 
date. The travel organizer reserves the right to correct the agreed price before the start of the trip due to a change in the currency 
exchange rate or a change in the carrier's tariffs and in cases provided for by law. 
 

Tour Operator MONDORAMA doo Nis; License OTP 140/2021 dated 27.10.2021                                            program N^. 1 - 28.03.2024. 
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